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I'm Tracy k Smith, and this is the slow down.

00:22
Early in my first pregnancy, I watched YouTube videos of childbirth. I was so curious about where
everything was heading. And I wanted to begin to prepare myself mentally for the endeavor.
waterbirth births, hospital births, C sections, you name it. I even got my husband in on the
practice. We both still sometimes speak fondly of a video of a mother delivering her baby
naturally in the hospital. She breathed. She rocked back and forth. She bellowed and moaned in
the way women do during active labor. Then, she seemed to go inward. silently, she pushed out
her baby with formidable calm and focus. It showed me how much of a mental effort delivering a
child actually is. Once the baby was washed, and dressed and cuddled. The video showed the
mother eating Fettuccine Alfredo in the hospital bed after a hard day's work, a good meal. During
that same pregnancy, what little bit of my psychic energy wasn't directed toward preparing for
the baby went to thinking about the state of the world. Yes, I was already in love with my
daughter. But what was I thinking bringing an innocent child into such a wanton world. Every day,
the news arrived with details of more grim events, political corruption, violence, injustice, our
beautiful planet suffering from our short sightedness and greed. To say that I was worried is gross
understatement. I felt guilty, responsible, afraid. Sometimes a sage person will warn me not to go
too far down the dark path. It's not that things aren't worrisome, but simply that things have
always been this bad. We humans have always been this reckless and close to extinction. Still, I
fret. It's hard not to, especially with offspring in the picture. Today's poem is first trimester by crag
Santos pedis. It takes me back to that vivid time of hope and dread of wanting everything to go
perfectly for the baby. Just sitting there in my belly, and worrying unceasingly about the terrible
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devastation arising from so many of our human choices. Maybe the best way to deal with reality,
be at hopeful or Stark, a new baby or an environmental crisis is to talk about it. visualize it, come
up with a plan. first trimester by Craig Santos pedis. We are watching a documentary about home
birth, when you first feel nanny kick, embryo of hope. They say plastic is the perfect creation
because it never dies, litters the beaches of Oahu, this gathering place. The doctor recommends a
C section in the sea plastic multiplies into smaller pieces, leeches, estrogenic and toxic chemicals.
If we cut open the bellies of whales and large fish, what fragments will we find derived from oil
absorbed into tissue because plastic never dissolves? Every product ever made still exists
somewhere today. I wish my daughter was made of plastic so that she will survive our wasteful
hands so that she too will have a great future. The slow down is a production of American public
media in partnership with the Poetry Foundation.
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